Magnilink Voice II is a reading machine with focus on simplicity, high performance and contemporary design. It’s the user-friendly reading machine that exceeds expectations.

- Easy to use: Basic use is extremely easy – just push the orange button and convert the text into speech!
- Design and function in harmony
- Premium material, details and finish ensure that the unit is as stable as it is durable. And when placed at home or office, it looks great in any environment.
- Mobility: Robust, yet extremely compact, it is designed for traveling and moving around.
- Easy set up: move the camera arm up and start
- Adaptable to the individual user, by adjusting reading speed, volume, audio profiles, voices, light and more
- Reads misaligned documents
- Reads a full A4 /US Letter page
- Automatic language detection
- Extremely good depth of field – optimized for browsing large books
- Digital documents on USB can also be read aloud
- Voice feedback for all functions

$2195 + 2.25% (Medical Tax) + $25 (Shipping)

Optional Battery is $300

Call 800-919-3375 to order or visit www.lighthousetoolsforliving.com